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Top Row: “Reference” style pipette. Bottom Row: “Research” style pipette. 

 
How to Dispense a Desired Volume 
1. For variable volume pipettes, first set the desired volume. For “Reference” pipettes, press and hold the little 
rectangular button at the top while twisting the plunger to adjust the volume. For “Research” pipettes, simply 
twist the collar just below the plunger to adjust the volume. For static volume pipettes, skip to step 2. 
2. You may want to practice pressing the plunger a few times to get a feel for the 1st and 2nd stops before 
proceeding. When ready, put the appropriate pipette tip on the pipette being used. 
3. Press and hold the plunger down to the 1st stop. This distance is the volume from step 1. 
4. Submerge the pipette tip in the liquid to be dispensed and control the plunger while it moves back to its 
original position. Keep tip sufficiently submerged while the plunger returns to its top position. Do not allow the 
plunger to snap back into position or the substance you are pipetting could splash up into the pipette. For best 
results, keep the pipette as close to an upright position as is reasonably possible. 
5. Remove pipette tip from liquid and place it where you wish to dispense the volume picked up in step 4. Press 
down the plunger until you reach the 1st stop. It is common for a small amount of liquid to be left in the tip even 
after returning to the first stop. To dispense this, press the plunger down to the second stop. The distance 
between the 1st and 2nd stops is meant for removing this remaining liquid. You may wish to click between the 1st 
and 2nd stops a couple times to ensure all liquid is dispensed. Even if it looks like all liquid was dispensed, you 
should still click the plunger down to the 2nd stop once, it is a good habit to get into. 
6. When finished pipetting, place tip over waste container and eject the tip. For “Reference” pipettes, press the 
plunger all the way down past the 2nd stop. For “Research” pipettes, press the eject button. You should always 
get a new pipette tip when pipetting from a new liquid source. 
 

Check Your Understanding 
Take a look at the different pipettes the lab has available. The pipettes are color coded and labeled with their 
volume ranges. Dispense different water volumes with different pipettes and record the pipette color (C) and 
water weight (W). Use the smallest pipette possible for each volume for best results. 

1. 1000 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 2. 500 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 
3. 5000 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 4. 2500 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 
5. 200 uL C=_________ W=_________ g  6. 100 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 
7. 50 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 8. 10 uL C=_________ W=_________ g 

1. Pipette at full volume. 2. At 1st stop. 3. At 2nd stop. 4. Ejecting tip. 


